COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR NEUTRON DETECTION SYSTEM NON-LINEARITY ASSESSMENT.
Linearity of response belongs to fundamental characteristics of neutron detection systems. Research reactors are valuable tools for neutron detector non-linearity studies as they offer a wide range of neutron fluxes. For neutron detection systems working in pulse mode they enable to characterise detector response non-linearity from some hundreds of cps up to the maximum reachable count rates. The paper presents comparison of two methods for neutron pulse-mode detector non-linearity characterisation using VR-1 zero power reactor: (1) comparative method utilising the comparison of studied pulse-mode detection system with a response of gamma compensated ionisation chamber working in current mode, and (2) kinetics method utilising the asymptotic exponential power rise after positive reactivity insertion as a source of information on true signal. Further several approaches for dead time determination based on theoretical formulae describing paralysable and non-paralysable dead time behaviour of detectors were studied and their usability to characterise the count-rate dependent detector response was analysed.